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1. What does the economics mean? Can economics solve our 

economic problems? What is your opinion as a student about 

this?     

2.   Sources of agricultural finance.                                                                  

3.  Write of the Agricultural Lending constraints in developing 

countries and Kurdistan.                                                                                                     

4. Factors that affect the daily fluctuations.                                             

5. Role of Government in Regulating Agricultural Prices.    

6. Is Economics Science or Art?.                                                                                 

7.  Write the deference between Microeconomic and 

Macroeconomic.           

8.  What does the economics mean? Can Economics solve our 

Economic problems?  

9.     Write of the Branches of Economy.         

10. Write the Types of Demand for Agricultural Crops. 

11. Write the Role of Government in Regulating Agricultural 

Prices  

12.         Explain the Difference Between Microeconomic and  

Macroeconomics.             

13. Types the Factors Effecting Supply .                                                                     

14. What does an Economic System mean? Count the Economics 

systems      

15. Count the Types of   Market.   

16. Write the (5) Factors Effecting per Capita Consumption of 

Animal Products.                 

17. Mention the Types the Factors Effecting Demand.                                                                     

18. What Constraints to the Development of Marketing 

Performance?                     

19. Write the Branches of Economy.                                                                             

20. Explain the Types of Agricultural Market.                                                                                                                             

21. Write  the  Process of Marketing Assistance.  

                                                                                                               

1. Fill in the Blanks Below With the Correct Answer:                                                              



1. ….. means that human wants for goods, services and resources 

exceed what is available. 

2. …………….. there is the desire and the enhanced purchasing 

power at the consumer to buy certain quantities of goods at 

different prices. 

3. ……….….means that human wants for goods, services and 

resources exceed what is available. 

4. …………………………………… as an applied science whereby 

the application of the principles of choice in the use of capital   

and human resources and the earth and management in the 

agriculture industry. 

5. ………………….as the price of a product rises, producers will be 

willing to supply more 

6. ……………… is a social science that deals with how consumers, 

producers, and societies choose among the alternative uses of 

scarce resources in the process of producing, exchanging. and 

consuming goods and services. 

7. The Study of Economics   1…………………..   

2…………………………… 

8. Economic Activities: 

1…………….2………….3………….4………… 

9. ………….as an applied science whereby the application of the 

principles of choice in the use of capital and human resources 

and the earth and management in the agriculture industry. 

10. ……....is a place where you meet the decisions of buyers 

and sellers on the exchange of goods.  

11. Agricultural marketing is based on three foundations 1. 

Producers 2……..  3………..   

 

 

 


